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1
Peter Webb [We 00] globaUy-defined Mackey functors
. , $R$ . $k$ .
2Mackey functors
, Ma&ey functors . Groen Mackey functors
$G$-functors [Gr 71].
(2.1) Defiriiti\’o$\mathrm{n}1$ (Green). $G$ . $G$ $R$ $G$ -functor $M$ $G$
R-
$M$ : {subgroups $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}G$ } $arrow R$-mod
3 R-
$I_{K}^{H}$ : $M(K)arrow M(H)$ (induction)
$R_{K}^{H}$ : $M(H)arrow M(K)$ (restriction)
$c_{g}^{H}$ : $M(H)arrow M(^{g}H)$ (conjugation)
$(^{g}H:=gHg^{-1})$ . , $K\leq H$ $G$
, $g\in G$ .
(0) $I_{H}^{H},$ $R_{H}^{H},c_{h}^{H}$ : $M(H)arrow M(H)$ $\forall H\leq G$ $\forall h\in H$ .
(1) $R_{L}^{K}R_{K}^{H}=R_{L}^{H},$$I_{K}^{H}.I_{L}^{K}=I_{L}^{H}-$ $\forall.L\leq\forall K\leq H$ .
(2) $c_{g}^{h}c_{h}=c_{gh}HHH$ $\forall H\leq G$ $\forall g,\forall h\in G$ [ .
(3) $R\mathrm{H}\mathrm{H}c_{g}^{H}$ $=c_{gK’ K}^{KHHK}RI_{\mathit{9}}^{g}c_{g}=c_{g}^{H}I_{K}^{H}$. $\forall K\leq H$ $\forall g\in G$ .
(4) $R_{L}^{H}I_{K}^{H}= \sum_{x\in[L\backslash H/K]}$ IE(PKcZ’\cap KRLKx $\forall L,\forall K\leq H$ .
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(2.2) . $H\leq G$ , $M(H)$ $G$ Mackey functor $M$
.
$M(H)=G_{0}(kG)$ $kG$- Grothendie&group . , char(k) $=0$
$kH$- , char(k) $=p>0$ $kH$- Brauer
.
$M(H)=A(H)$ $kH$- Green $\mathrm{r}\dot{\mathfrak{W}}$ .
$M(H)=H^{n}(H, U),$ $M(H)=H_{n}(H, U)$ , $\mathbb{Z}H$-module $U$ $n$
, .
$M(H)=B(H)$ $H$ Burnside .
Dreae Groen $G$-fimctor Madcey functors
[Dr 71]. Green .
(2.3) Deflnition2(Dress). Mackey $fi\iota ndorM$ $G$- $G$-sets R-mod
$M_{*}$ $M^{*}$ $M:=(M_{*}, M^{*})$ , $G$- $X$
$M_{*}(X)=M^{*}(X)$ , 2 :
(1) $G$- pulbadc diagram




(2) $G$- $X,$ $\mathrm{Y}$ ffi $M(X\cup \mathrm{Y})\cong M(X)\oplus M(\mathrm{Y})$
.
Dreae Groen tramiti $G$-set $G/H$ $M(G/H)=$
$M(H)$ .
$Gf$ Simple Madcey fimctors n6 naz Webb
[$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{W}$ ].
(2.4) Theorem (Th\’evenaz-Webb). Let $H$ be a subgroup ofG. and $V$ an $R[N_{G}(H)/H]-$
module. Let $S_{H,V}=(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{f}_{N_{G}(H)/H}^{N_{G}(H)}S_{1,V})\uparrow_{N_{G}(H)}^{G}$ . Then tu $S_{H,V}$ constructed constitute $a$
complete set of representatives for the isomorphism classes of simple Mackey fimctors for
$G$.
3Globally-defined Mackey ffinctors
(3.1) Definition. $K$ $G$ $H$ $Harrow K$ , $G$ $sec\hslash.on$
.
, ( )$x$, $\mathfrak{Y}$ .
(1) $G\in x$ $K$ $G$ aection , $K\in x$,
(2) $1arrow Aarrow Barrow Carrow 1$ , $A\in X,$ $C\in x$ , $B\in x$ .
2
(3.2) Definition. We say that aglobally-defined Mackey functor over $R$ , with respect
to Iand $\mathfrak{Y}$ , is astructure $M$ which specifies an $R$-module $M(G)$ for each finite group
$G$ , together with for each homomorphism $\alpha$ : $Garrow K$ with $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\alpha\in \mathfrak{Y}$ an ff-module
homomorphism $\alpha_{*}$ : $M(G)arrow M(K)$ and for each homomorphism $\beta$ : $Garrow K$ with
$\mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\beta\in x$ an $R$-module homomorphism $\beta^{*}$ : $M(K)arrow M(G)$ .
These morphism should satisfy the following relations:
(1) $(\alpha\gamma)_{*}=\alpha_{*}\gamma_{*}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{d}(\beta\delta)^{*}=\delta^{*}\beta^{*}$ always, whenever these are defined;
. (2) whenever $\alpha$ : $Garrow G$ is an inner automorphism then $\alpha_{*}=1=\alpha^{*}$ ;
(3) for every commutative diagram of groups
$G$ $-^{\beta}H$
$\beta^{-1}(K)\uparrow\gamma$ $arrow\delta K\uparrow\alpha$
in which $\alpha$ and 7are inclusions and $\beta$ and $\delta$ are surjections we have $\alpha^{*}\beta_{*}=\delta_{*}\gamma^{*}$ whenever
$\mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\beta\in \mathfrak{Y}$ , and $\beta^{*}\alpha_{*}=\gamma_{*}\delta^{*}$ whenever $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\beta\in x$ ;
(4) for every commutative diagram
$G$ $-^{\gamma}$ $H/\mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\alpha \mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\beta$
$H\uparrow\betaarrow^{\alpha}$ $K\uparrow\delta$
in which $\alpha,$ $\beta,$ $\gamma$ and $\delta$ are au surjections, with $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\beta\in \mathfrak{Y}$ and $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\alpha\in x$ , we have
$\beta_{*}\alpha^{*}=\gamma^{*}\delta_{*}$ ;
(5) (Mackey axiom) for every pair of subgroups $J,$ $K\leq H$ of every group $H$ we have
(\iota KH)*(\iota HJ)*=h\epsilon [K\H/ (\iota KK\cap hJ)*ch. $($ \iota KJ $h_{\cap J})^{*}$ ,
where $\iota_{K}^{H}$ : $K\mathrm{e}arrow H$ and $\iota_{J}^{H}$ : $Jarrow+H$ etc. are the inclusion maps and $c_{h}$ : $K^{h}\cap Jarrow$
$K\cap^{h}J$ is the homomorphism $c_{h}(x)=hxh^{-1}$ .
Globaly defined Mackey functors .
, $\alpha$ : $Harrow K$ , (4) $(\alpha^{-1})_{*}=\alpha^{*}$ $(\alpha^{-1}.)^{*}=\alpha_{*}$
. $G$ $M(G)$ ,
, $M(G)$ R[OutG]- .
$x,$ $\mathfrak{Y}$ . ,
, $\alpha_{*}$ \mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} $\alpha$ injective . $x,$ $\mathfrak{Y}$
. , 1, all .
(3.3) . $M(G)=G_{0}(kG),$ $B(G):G_{0}(kG),$ $B(G)$ $x,$ $\mathfrak{Y}$ ’ aU
. $\alpha$ : $Garrow H$ . $H$ $H$- $\dot{\alpha}$
$G$ , $G$- $\alpha^{*}$ . , $U$ RG-
$\Omega$ $G$- $RH\otimes_{RG}U,$ $H\mathrm{x}_{G}\Omega$ $\alpha_{*}$ .
3
(3.4) . $M(G)=H^{n}(G, R),$ $H_{n}(G, R)$ : $n$ ,
( ,
Globally defined Mackey functor ). $X=\mathrm{a}11,$ $\mathfrak{Y}=1$
. $\alpha$ : $Garrow H$ $\alpha^{*}$ inflation . , $\alpha^{*}$ ,
. Fixed point functor
$M(G)=H^{0}(G, R)$ $1arrow^{l}G-^{\beta}1$ . , $\iota_{*}=|G|$ .id
$\iota^{*}=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ . $\beta\iota=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ $\beta_{*}\iota_{*}=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ $\iota^{*}\beta^{*}=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ . $\beta^{*}--\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$
$\mathrm{A}=|G|^{-1}\cdot \mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$ . , $|G|^{-1}$ $R$ , A
. , $|G|^{-1}\in R$ (4)
1 $arrow$ I
$G\uparrow\betaarrow\beta$ $\uparrow 1$
$\beta_{*}\beta^{*}=\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}$, $|G|^{-1}=1$ . ,
$G=1$ .
(3.5) . r $G$ $M(G)=\mathbb{Q}\otimes D(G):\mathrm{D}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}$ . $D(G)$ $k$
endopermutation $kG$- Dade $[\mathrm{B}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{N}]$ , [Da 78].
, r . $x,$ $\mathfrak{Y}$ i
.
(3.6) Bisets. Mackey functors $G$- (2.3) gobffiy defined
Mackey functors . $\dot{G},$ $H$ $(G, H)-b\dot{u}ets$
. $\Omega$ $G$ , $H$ $g(\omega h)=(g\omega)h$ $\forall g\in G$ ,
$\forall h\in H,$ $\forall\omega\in\Omega$ $(G, H)$- et . Burnside ring
$A^{x_{\mathfrak{Y}}},(G,H)$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}_{G}(\omega)\in x$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}_{H}(\omega)\in \mathfrak{Y}$ $\forall\omega\in\Omega$
$(G,H)$-bisets d oint tm.on Grothen e& group .
$(G, H)$-biset $\Omega$ $\omega\in\Omega$ $\Omega$ $g\omega h(g\in G, h\in H)$
tmresitve . $A^{x_{\mathfrak{Y}}},(G, H)$ transiti $(G, H)$-bisets
. $A_{R}^{\approx \mathfrak{Y}}(G,H)=R\otimes A^{x_{\mathfrak{Y}}},(G, H)$ .
(3.7) Bisets . $G,$ $H,$ $K$
$A_{R}^{x,\mathfrak{Y}}(G,H)\mathrm{x}A_{R}^{x,\mathfrak{Y}}(H,K)arrow A_{R}^{\approx \mathfrak{Y}}(G,K)$
$(\Omega, \Psi)\mapsto\Omega \mathrm{x}_{H}\Psi$ . , $\Omega \mathrm{x}_{H}\Psi=\Omega \mathrm{x}\Psi/\{(\omega h,\psi)\sim$
.
$(\omega, h\psi)\}\omega\in\Omega,$ $\psi\in\dot{\Psi}$, $h\in H$ . , $A_{R}^{x_{\mathfrak{Y}}}’(G, G)$
. $X=\mathrm{a}11$, $\mathfrak{Y}=1$ $A_{R}^{X,\mathfrak{Y}}(G, G)$ double Bumide ring
[Be 96], [Ma95].
(3.8) $C_{R}^{x_{\mathfrak{Y}}}’$ . , $H$ $G$ $A_{R}^{x,\mathfrak{Y}}(G, H)$
$\mathrm{C}_{R}^{x_{\mathfrak{Y}}}$’ . $\mathrm{x}$ . , $R$- $M^{\cdot}:\mathrm{C}_{R}^{x_{\mathfrak{Y}}}’arrow$
R-mod’ gbbdly-&fined\ell \mbox{\boldmath $\nu$} \ell y $fi\nu nctor$ (with ae ffct to $x$.and $\mathfrak{Y}$ ) “ .
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4The computation of globally-defined Mackey func-
tors using simple functors
Madcey functors globa y-defined Mackey functors subfunc-
tor kernel . Globally-defined simple Mackey functors
Bouc[Bo96], Webb[We93] .
(4.1) Theorem (Bouc, Webb). The simple globally-defined Mackey functors are in
bijection urith pairs $(H, U)$ where $H$ is a finite group and $U$ is a simple $R[\mathrm{O}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}H]$-module
(both taken up to isomorphism). The corresponding simple functor $S_{H,U}$ has the property
that $S_{H,U}(H)\cong U$ as $R[\mathrm{O}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}H]$-modules, and that if $G$ is a group for which $S_{H,U}(G)\neq 0$
then $H$ is a section of G. Provided $R$ is a field or a complete discrete valuation ring each
simple functor $S_{H,U}$ has $a$ pmjective cover $P_{H,U}$ , and these $foma$ complete list of the
indeconcposable pmjective tunctors.
Simple f ctor $x,$ $\mathfrak{Y}$ , $x,$ $\mathfrak{Y}$
. $x=\mathfrak{Y}=1$ , $S_{H,U}(G)$
[We 93]$\cdot$ . $X=\mathrm{a}11$, $\mathfrak{Y}=1$ , $S_{H,U}(G)$
. $BG$ stable decomposition . ,
,
.
(4.2) Theorem. When $X=\mathfrak{Y}=1$ the simple globally-defined Mackey functors are given
eaplicitly by
$S_{H,U}(G)=\oplus \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{L}^{N_{G}(L)}(^{\alpha}U)uptoG^{\frac{\infty}{- \mathrm{c}}}onjugaey\alpha HL\leq G$
where $H$ ranges over finite groups and $U$ ranges over simple $R[\mathrm{O}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(H)]$ -modules.
, $H$ $G$ $L$ $\alpha$ $G$- , $\alpha U$ $U$ $\alpha$
$N_{G}(L)/L$ . , $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{L}^{N_{G}(L)}$ $N_{G}(L)/L$
, relative $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ .
(4.3) $p$ . $X=\mathfrak{Y}=1$ simple functors ,
[We 93] [Chin] globally-defined Mackey
functors . $p$ ptorsion subgroup $M(G)=H^{n}(G, R)_{p}$
globally-defined Mackey functor . , $M$ ffiJ.
. , $M$ subfunctors
$4\mathrm{t}$
$’\cdots\subset M_{\dot{\iota}-1}\subset M\dot{.}\subset M_{+1}\dot{.}\subset\cdots\subset M$
M.$\cdot$ $=0,$ $\cup M_{*}$. $=M$ $M_{\dot{\iota}+1}/M.\cdot$ simple functor I .
simple functox .
Mackey f ctor , r relative projective
, simple globally-defined Mackey functors $S_{H,U}$
5
$H$ $p$ $H$ . i
. $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}},(G)$
$M(G)$ . , $G$ i
$G$ r .
5Some naturally-Occurring globally-defined Mackey
functors
globffiy-defined Ma&w fimctors s $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}$ functor $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\succ$
jective Mackey functor . Dade [Da 78],
$[\mathrm{B}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{X}1]$ . ,
[Bo 96], $[\mathrm{B}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{m}]$ .
(5.1)Theorem (Bouc, Bouc-Th\‘evemz). Let $\mathrm{I}=\mathfrak{Y}=\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}$.
(i) The Burnside ring Mackey functor $\mathbb{Q}$ O$\mathrm{z}$ $B$ is the $\dot{\iota}n\ \omega m\mu sable$ prvjective $P_{1,\mathrm{Q}}$ .
(\"u) The functor $M(G)=\mathrm{Q}\ \mathrm{z}G_{0}(\mathbb{Q}G)$ which assigns the representation ring of $\mathbb{Q}G-$
modules, tensored with $\mathbb{Q}$ , is ffie simple functor $S_{1,\mathrm{Q}}$ .
(iii) Let $p$ be a prime. The kernel of the projective cover mop $P_{1,\mathrm{Q}}arrow S_{1,\mathrm{Q}}$ , regarded
as a functor only on $p$-grvups, is the functor $\mathbb{Q}\otimes D$, wheoe $D(P)$ is the Dade grvup of
endopermutation modules of the $p$-group P. This fisnctor is $\dot{\Re}mple:\mathbb{Q}(\ D\cong SC_{\mathrm{p}}\mathrm{x}C_{\mathrm{p}},\mathrm{Q}\cdot$
[Be 96] $\mathrm{D}.\mathrm{J}$ . Benson, Stably splitting $BG,$ $B|dl$. Amer. Math. Soc. 33 (1996), 189-198.
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